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The big move has taken place, well almost. There are still boxes to empty, sorting to be done,
pictures to go on the walls. I haven’t moved house but like everyone else in Church House
I have moved back into the refurbished building. This has been an interesting experience as
those who have moved house will agree it has brought its challenges. To paraphrase a Bible
verse, ‘There is a time to keep, and a time to throw out.’
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Deciding on what is important to retain and what can
be dispensed with is a challenge. The danger, indeed
temptation, of holding on to something, giving it a
higher value than it needs and deserves is real.

This is also true in church life.

The story of the fiery serpents and the cure from their
bite is recorded in Numbers chapter 21 and referred to
by the Lord Jesus in John Chapter 3 as an illustration
pointing to His work on the cross. It is a wonderful
picture of God’s mercy and grace to the undeserving.

Yet, tragically, the bronze snake ceases to be a blessing
and becomes a stumbling block, a hindrance, an idol
that King Hezekiah orders to be destroyed (2 Kings 18).

What started as a precious symbolic reminder of God’s
amazing grace and power becomes something to
worship rather than worshiping God who declares that
we should have ‘no other gods before Him’ (Exodus 20).

‘It is a sad but necessary reminder that however
meaningful, outward symbols can become salvation
substitutes, tragic denials, of the reality they were
intended to convey.’ Raymond Brown The Message of
Numbers. 

Is it possible that this is also true in our congregations?
Things that were and have been an aid to worship and
outreach, organisations that have been started, have
become  too precious to change, to stop, to remove and,

dare we say it, have become more important than the
worship of the Lord.

So, for example, the communion table can’t be moved
because for some it has taken a sacred symbolism never
intended. The order of service can’t be changed because
we have always done it this way, so the approach, the
way of doing things becomes more important, takes on
a symbolic significance more important than the Lord.
The church building we gather in, the songs we sing, the
instruments used, the version of the Bible read, the time
of the services can’t be changed, so all of this becomes
more important than the one who we claim to gather to
offer worship to. Indeed, if there is even a hint of change
then fall out becomes inevitable, not for the glory of God
but perhaps because in reality other issues have become
more important than the God we worship.

Have we become dependent on symbols, buildings,
places, names, times? Are these things our ‘brazen
snakes’, that need the Hezekiah treatment?

Raymond Brown: “The greatest blessings can become
the worst temptations, beautiful things can be
corrupted by human sin.”

Time to go on finishing emptying those boxes!
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